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HAMILTON
Jazzmaster Lady Auto
The Swiss made Hamilton Jazzmaster Lady Auto is
highly sophisticated inside and out, equipping the
wearer to juggle her time efficiently and elegantly.
Its heart and soul, a finely crafted automatic
movement, is visible through the case back,
confidently confirming that technology and
femininity go harmoniously hand in hand in the
twenty-first century.
Feminine charm with substance
The Swiss made Hamilton Jazzmaster Lady Auto is highly sophisticated
inside and out, equipping the wearer to juggle her time efficiently and
elegantly. Its heart and soul, a finely crafted automatic movement, is visible
through the case back, confidently confirming that technology and
femininity go harmoniously hand in hand in the twenty-first century. The
watch’s form adds a further chapter to the story of design fascination. A
round face flows into an oval-shaped case form, while teardrop-shaped lugs
and indices tease the eye. The modern materials and lines work together to
create a timepiece that clearly demonstrates a deep-set Hamilton belief that
feminine charm has substance.
Tailored talking points
The Hamilton Jazzmaster Lady Auto comes in a variety of interpretations,
each one with its own distinctive identity. Vying for the title of leading lady
is a model with a mother of pearl dial, punctuated with 12 diamonds feeding
the elongated teardrops that mark the hours. This is finished off with a
classical, five-row stainless steel bracelet. Another one satisfies the strong
bi-color fashion trend, and a rose PVD version brings dreamy, feminine
softness. A versatile and highly practical attachment concept is the binding
signature of the Hamilton brand’s proven empathy with varying female
moods and tastes. An easy click spring bar facilitates the exchange of the
jewelry-style metal bracelets for a white leather strap to redefine feminine
curves – of the wrist at least.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Case Size: Ø 30mm
Material: Stainless steel / Rose PVD / Bi-color (stainless steel with rose PVD)
Dial Color: Silver-colored with nickeled or rose PVD indices and hands /
mother of pearl with diamonds
Attachment: 5-row stainless steel bracelet with easy click replacement
spring bar (to attach strap as an alternative to the bracelet) / Rose PVD /
Bi-color (stainless steel with rose PVD)
Movement : 2671 Automatic. Note: A quartz version in the same design is
also available
Crystal: Sapphire with antireflective coating
Water resistance: 5 bar (50m)
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